Introduction
May I thank you first for inviting me to deliver the guest's speech today. Why, after such a long period in which the Community did not always show its ability to cope with internal and external challenges, did it have to return to the source, fixing for itself an objective, a time-scale and defining the actions to be implemented ? I would think that the main reason is that the world has changed and that European citizens and politicians progressively have become aware of this phenomenon. Overall it would have been possible to enhance the Community's macroeconomic performance to a more satisfactory one, the result of which would be a reduction of the number of our 15 millions unemployed and of the protectionist reflexes such an unacceptable level tends to create.
You know the conclusions of the study of Paolo Cecchini to evaluate the economic benefits of the 1992 programme. The combination of increased dynamism, the exploitation of opportunities it will provide to pursue growthoriented macroeconomic policies, will allow the Community to benefit from a new stimulus for itself and therefore for the world economy.
What will really happen in 1992? Although we don't know the details, we know the objectives and the trend. 
B. The Community in 1992
What will the Community look like, after the completion of the internal market, as regards its relations with third countries ? a) First, the Community will, without any doubt, meet its international obligations, where it is bound by them, in the GATT, in the OECD or bilaterally. Therefore, in the sectors covered by GATT Codes, like public procurement or norms and standards, the benefits of the Single Market will be made available on a non-discriminatory basis to all the signatories of the Codes.
b) Moreover, the Community integration will be accompanied by a move to greater liberalization of the multilateral trading system. The remaining disparities in import and export arrangements will be removed.
In particular, the residual quantitative restrictions maintained by some
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Member States via-a-vis Japan will have to be removed although, in some cases, transitional Community measures will have to be envisaged.
c ) There are also sectors not covered by international obligations for which the 1992 programme provides the opening up. This is the case for government procurement as regards water, transport, energy and communications. This is also the case for services. In the financial services sector, the Commission has stated publicly that there is no question of d) This idea of reciprocity enjoys considrable appeal due to the fact that it suggests fair and equitable treatment. The Community expects that the Uruguay Round negotiations will provide a major opportunity to apply this principle and therefore to achieve a further liberalization beyond existing international agreements. But this idea of reciprocity leads to apprehensions by Community partners -and especially Japan. Some people say that the Community has not yet sufficiently defined the reciprocity argument. Some people fear that the Community will apply the principle as meaning, not reciprocity in access opportunities for trading, but reciprocity in result.
It seems true to me that this new word for an old reality will have to be more precisely defined. Only facts and decisions will do that. Last month, the Commission discussed the issue and formally declared that reciprocity was the same central element of trade policy as accepted in the GATT framework and that the Community was pursuing the same objective of worldwide market opening as embodied in the GATT. The
Commission then gave some hints of what she didn't think about :
First-the Community was not seeking sectoral reciprocity in the sense of balanced trade in each sector between itself and each of its partners.
That form of reciprocity was the basis of the Japan-US agreement on semiconductors against which the Community had fought successfully in the GATT ;
Second-the Community didn't ask its trading partners to adopt legislations identical to its own. It will ask for equivalent treatment (which is a more subjective concept already envisaged in the financial services field). It may also require third countries to give national treatment to our companies, if their companies receive national treatment from us.
In my opinion, the questions about reciprocity will receive answer only by policy decisions the Community will take, as the 1992 programme is progressively put into place. It is at that stage that everybody will be able to judge the manner in which the concept will be effectively implemented. For the present, I would not like discussions on conceptual hypotheses to damage the perception of a Community which has given so many examples of its attachment to the liberal world system. e) Leaving the reciprocity argument and returning to a more general perspective, there are, in my opinion, two axes in the thinking of the Community concerning the achievement of the Single Market.
. on the one side, the identity of the Community has to be reinforced with the completion of a real customs union and the unification of the regimes and procedures actually in force. This movement will be accompanied by an affirmation of the Community's external identity in areas in which a common internal personality is being created. Some third countries would certainly prefer the actual situation in which they can play each Member State against the other and against the Community. This will no more be the case after the completion of the internal market.
. on the other side, the Community, while trying to restore its firms We all know that one hasn't to overstate too much some of these tentatives and see, immediately, the end of the liberal trade system and the return towards protectionist blocs. We all know that the vitality at regional level will constitute a stimulus for the global system of trade services. This is the way in which we have to apprehend all these initiatives.
How will Europe-Japan relations be inserted in these new realities ?
For observers, it is clear that something continues to be fundamentally wrong with the Europe-Japan relationship, despite the progress of the last few years. This essential relationship should be stronger and more developed in the interest of both Europe and Japan. a ) First, there is the need to develop the process of consultation and dialogue between Japan and the Community. This is true for the political cooperation. We have also to ensure a better macroeconomic coordination to correct the imbalances and to manage the transition to more sustainable patterns of growth and of interdependence in trade and capital flows.
b) The aim of the Community's policy towards Japan in recent years, has been to construct a balanced relationship. It has extended beyond trade to cooperation to lay the ground for closer ties on a wider basis, so strengthening the third side of the triangle formed by the US, Japan and herself.
c ) As regards trade, the main problem lies in the explicit exportmindedness of Japan combined with her resolute domination over its home market. This market remains, despite the efforts of the previous and the present governments, one of the most difficult to penetrate in the world and, in that sense, one of the most protected. For its part, 1992 will benefit Japan in many ways : -more growth means more imports : no doubt that Japan will as usual make use of all new possibilities to export to the Community.
-the Single Market implies the removal of old quantitative restrictions against Japan : no doubt either that Japan will benefit from that removal.
-the completion of the Single Market in fields not covered by the GATT will, as the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Michihiko Kunihiro, recognized recently in London, "provide an incentive for outside countries to pay attention to these new areas themselves."
There is therefore no question in any way that the EC market will close on itself to the detriment of Japan. It will provide new opportunities for Japan. The real question is therefore, will the Community be able to increase its exports to Japan in such a way as to restore a more balanced relationship Much has to be done for the active encouragement of increased exchanges of investment, notably to Japan, and of industrial technology and research.
1992 will bring new opportunities to Japanese investors in Europe who will be able to adopt strategies aimed at the whole Single Market. New incentives for Europeans to invest more in Japan have to be found.
I didn't touch today upon the monetary aspects of EC-Japan relations.
As you know, the monetary union is not a formal part of the 1992 programme, even if links with it are obvious. There is, however, a growing political awareness of the need for a tripolar approach to international monetary problems, which will one day result in a strengthening of Japan-EC cooperation. The Delors' Committee is working : let's wait for its results and implementation.
Conclusion
During his vist to Europe, and to the Commission, in June of this year, the Prime Minister of Japan brought the, Europeans a message, the substance of which was "participation and cooperation". The Europeans were surprised, because up to now the Japanese motto was rather one of competition.
It is possible that the perspective of the large market with a less vulnerable Europe has pushed the Japanese authorities to give up circumstantial prom- Why therefore could we have doubts about the possibilities of a more fruitful cooperation between Japan and Europe ? It's only a question of imagination and of courage to undertake. Lets have hope in the success of all these efforts, the contribution of the EC Gakkai being an integral part of that promising construction.
